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to stimulate new blood vessel formation
via delivering growth factors or drug mole
cules at the defected site, has received
extensive attention for tissue repair.[5–9]
However, clinical trials of administering
therapeutic agents by local injection have
shown poor efficiency, most likely because
of the rapid leakage and short half-life
of these agents.[10–12] To meet these chal
lenges, actives can be encapsulated by par
ticulate carriers.[13–15] These particle-based
drug delivery systems can protect the
drugs from degradation or inactivation,
and also provide controllable drug release
at the injured site to achieve effective con
centrations for a long time, thus exerting a
greater effect than drug application in the
free form.[16–18] In particular, by attaching
these functional particles to biological
grafts, the repairability can be effectively
enhanced because of the endowed ability
to promote vascularization within the
implant position.[19–21]
Various synthetic compounds (aliphatic polyesters, polyan
hydrides, aliphatic polycarbonates) and biopolymers (proteins,
polysaccharides, polynucleotides) have been investigated to
produce particulate carriers for controlled release.[22–24] Among
them, silk fibroin (SF), a natural protein polymer that has been
approved as a biomaterial by the US Food and Drug Admin
istration (FDA), is particularly promising for such an applica
tion.[25–27] Because of its excellent biocompatibility, nontoxicity,
nonimmunogenicity, proteolytic degradability, and mechanical
superiority, SF has been processed into various forms such
as regenerated fibers, particles, membranes, films, gels, and a
porous matrix for different applications.[28,29] As a novel drug
carrier, SF-based particles have been fabricated by several prep
aration methods, such as desolvation, salting out, mechanical
comminution, electrospraying, etc.[30] These SF particles can
carry several kinds of drugs, including small molecular, protein,
and gene drugs, and have been demonstrated as a good delivery
system.[31–33] Despite these excellent properties, it is still neces
sary to address some critical challenges. First, the uniformity
of particles is a vital factor for the implementation of their
functionalities, which is difficult to achieve by using traditional
techniques. Second, the bare SF particles can only load hydro
philic drugs at a limited concentration, mainly depending on
the solubility of the drugs in SF solutions. Third, because of the
simple structure and content, the SF particles lack an effective

Therapeutic vascularization appears to be an effective way of repairing
abdominal wall defects. Attempts to implement this treatment tend to focus
on the generation of featured drug carriers with the ability effectively to
encapsulate the angiogenesis-stimulating agents and control their release to
maintain an appropriate concentration at the injured area. Here, a new type
of composite microparticle (CM) composed of silk fibroin (SF) and hollow
mesoporous silica nanocarriers (HMSNs) is presented for therapeutic agent
delivery. The CMs are generated by drying microfluidic emulsion templates of
HMSN-dispersed SF solution. The resultant CMs have a distinctive micronanostructure, in which two barriers control the drug release. The encapsulated HMSNs increase the drug-carrying capacity of the CMs, and also form
the first barrier via physical absorption. The microfluidic SF microparticles
not only provide a shell with excellent monodispersity and biocompatibility
but also form the second barrier via efficient encapsulation. Because of these
superior properties of the CMs, the loaded drugs can be delivered with a
satisfactory activity at the required rate, making them ideal for implementing
therapeutic vascularization and repairing abdominal wall defects.

1. Introduction
The successful restoration of abdominal wall defects (AWDs)
caused by severe trauma or cancer ablation poses significant
clinical challenges.[1–4] Therapeutic vascularization, which aims
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Figure 1. a) Schematic diagram of the generation of SF microparticles with HMSN encapsulation by using a droplet capillary microfluidics. b) The
generated CMs were sprayed onto the scaffold, implanted into a rat model of AWD, and supposed to stimulate neovascularization in vivo.

approach for controlling the release rate of the loaded drugs.
Therefore, new methods are still anticipated for generating
uniform SF particles, and additional functional components
are required for improving the SF particles’ performance in
controllable drug loading and releasing.
In this paper, we present a simple microfluidic approach
for generating monodispersed SF microparticles with hollow
mesoporous silica nanocarrier (HMSN) encapsulation for con
trollable drug delivery. In the past decade, microfluidics has
been developed as a new emulsification technology to pro
duce emulsion droplets with an extremely narrow size distri
bution.[34–37] Because of the ability to execute superior control
over small quantities of fluids within integrated flow channels,
microfluidic techniques have become a powerful tool for syn
thesizing uniform advanced microparticles with well-tailored
sizes, shapes, structures, and functions by using monodis
persed droplets as templates, that were generated precisely
one by one.[38–40] In addition, by adding specific ingredients
to the droplets, new features could be introduced into the
particles.[41–43] Mesoporous silica nanocarriers (MSNs) have
received much attention as drug carriers because of their high
surface area and pore volume, homogeneous pore distribu
tion, stable mesoporous nanostructure, regular and tunable
pore size, and high drug-loading capacity.[44–47] As an updated
product of MSNs, HMSNs have the distinctive feature of a
firm mesoporous shell and an empty internal void space. The
large cavity volume can contain more drug while dramatically
reducing the density, which makes HMSNs more favored to act
as drug carriers than their solid counterparts.[48,49] However, to
our knowledge, the potential value of microfluidic techniques
for encapsulating HMSNs into SF and generating uniform
composite microparticles (CMs) has not been explored.
Thus, we herein used a capillary microfluidic method to gen
erate CMs by emulsifying and drying the HMSN-dispersed SF
solution, as shown schematically in Figure 1. The resultant CMs
had a distinctive micro-nanostructure, which provided double
barriers to control the drug release. The addition of HMSNs in
SF microparticles increased the drug-carrying capacity of the
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CMs, allowed for the loading of either hydrophilic or hydro
phobic drugs, and also formed the first barrier via physical
absorption. The SF shell guaranteed the biocompatibility of the
microcomposites, and formed the second barrier via efficient
encapsulation. The drug should first transport from HMSNs
to SF and second diffuse from SF into the liquid environment.
Therefore, the micro-nanocomposite architecture could reduce
the undesired burst-release effect, and also control the release
rate of loaded drugs via regulating the composition. For the
practical application, these CMs were loaded with dimethylox
aloylglycine (DMOG, a small molecular drug stimulating neo
vascularization), sprayed onto a porcine acellular dermal matrix
(PADM), and implanted into a rat model of a partial AWD.
Our results demonstrated that, because of the mild and precise
emulsification process in microfluidics, excellent biocompat
ibility of SF, and outstanding drug-loading capacity of HMSNs,
the monodisperse particle-based delivery system with a micronanostructure could significantly promote new blood vessel
formation via the controlled release of DMOG in vivo, while
avoiding the foreign body reactions. These features of the CMs
indicated their potential value in abdominal wall repair.

2. Results and Discussion
In a typical experiment, a capillary microfluidic device that
was assembled by aligning two cylindrical capillaries (inner
and outer) coaxially inside a square capillary was used for the
generation of single emulsions. The HMSNs dispersed in SF
aqueous solution were used as the inner phase, and bean oil
was used as the outer phase. When the two phases were forced
to flow into the microfluidic channels, the inner flow was
sheared into droplets by the outer stream at the inner capillary
orifice, consecutively generating water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion
templates (Figure 2a,d). Droplets of the desired size could be
obtained by adjusting the flow parameters. The diameter of the
droplets increased with an increase in the flow rates of the inner
phase and decreased with an increase in the outer flow rates
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Figure 2. a) Real-time image of the HMSN/SF emulsification in the microfluidic device with different inner and outer flow rates at 0.3 and 8, 0.5 and
6, and 0.5 and 2 mL h−1, respectively. b) The relationship between the diameters of HMSN/SF emulsions and the outer flow rates (n = 10 at each outer
flow rate). c) The relationship between the diameters of HMSN/SF emulsions and the inner flow rates (n = 10 at each inner flow rate). d) Microscope
photograph of the HMSN/SF emulsions. e) Microscope photograph of the solid HMSN/SF microparticles. f) The statistical size distribution of the
generated HMSN/SF microparticles (n = 20). g–j) SEM images of the microparticles: the external view in (g), magnified view of the rough surface in
(h), the cross-section in (i), and magnified view of the cross-section in (j), indicating HMSNs encapsulated into the microparticles. The scale bars were
400 µm in (a), 200 µm in (d) and (e), 20 µm in (g) and (i), 2 µm in (h) and (j). Error bars represented standard deviations.

(Figure 2b,c). After the emulsions (about 400 µm in diameter)
were dried in a vacuum oven overnight, the solidified micro
particles with an average diameter of ≈180 µm were generated,
nearly a quarter of the emulsions’ volume. The solidification of
SF is largely controllable and is strongly stimuli responsive in
aqueous solution without the use of harsh chemicals, an impor
tant distinction from synthetic polymers. With external stimuli,
such as temperature changes in solution conditions, proto
nation or charge screening of hydrophilic domains leads to
enhanced physical permanent crosslinking, an overall increase
in β-sheet content and formation of silk networks.[25,26] Under
optical microscopy, the CMs were highly monodisperse, and the
coefficient of variation (CV) was as low as 1.8% (Figure 2e,f).
The micro-nanostructure of the CMs was also characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 2g–j). The CMs
were spherical with a rough surface, whereas the HMSNs
were efficiently encapsulated and distributed evenly within
the formed microparticles. These results indicated that as
the microfluidic droplets were generated in a highly control
lable and reproducible manner, the production efficiency and
particle monodispersity were much higher than in conventional
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emulsification methods, by which the obtained particles showed
high polydispersities with CV values of over 10%.[30,50]
HMSNs have several properties that render them favorable
for drug-loading and -delivery applications. These properties
include a high surface area, low density, and a large cavity
volume.[48,49] Their specific nanostructure was observed by SEM
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and was shown
in Figure 3a,b. The HMSNs exhibited a slit-like mesoporous
shell with an average diameter of ≈200 nm, and the internal
void space was demonstrated by the high contrast between
the dark shell and the light cavity. These features of HMSNs
allowed for highly efficient loading and delivery of drug mole
cules because active species could be immersed into the
hollow cores and released through the radial pores. As shown
in Figure 3c, the drug-loading capacity of HMSNs was dra
matically increased compared to their solid counterparts which
could only load less than 2.5 mg DMOG g−1 when the drug con
centration was 3 mg mL−1,[44] and with increasing concentration
of DMOG in aqueous solution, HMSNs had a higher drugloading amount. Since physical adsorption was the main force
for drug loading, the concentration gradient between external
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Figure 3. a) SEM image of HMSNs. b) TEM image of HMSNs. c) The regulation of loading amount of HMSNs by various concentrations of drug.
d) In vitro accumulative DMOG release from CMs (n = 3 for each group). Error bars represented standard deviations. e) The layer by layer confocal
laser scanning photographs of the CMs. The scale bars were 500 nm in (a), 100 nm in (b), and 100 µm in (e).

solution and mesopore channels controlled the diffusion of
drug molecules. Therefore, corresponding to previous studies,
the loading amount of HMSNs could be regulated by immer
sion into various concentrations of drug.[44] Nevertheless, drug
molecules could only form weak interactions with the inner
mesoporous cavities, causing frequent premature release of the
payload. One effective way to resolve this problem is to encap
sulate the HMSNs in a polymer matrix, as the loaded drug has
to go through an extended path to reach the surrounding liquid
environment.[45–47]
Therefore, we herein encapsulated HMSNs in SF micro
particles using microfluidic methods and speculated that a
controlled and sustained drug release could be achieved by
the CMs. To verify this hypothesis, HMSNs were immersed
in water dissolving excess DMOG to fabricate DMOG-loaded
HMSNs (DMOG–HMSNs). Then, various amounts of dried
DMOG–HMSNs (20, 40, and 60 mg) were dispersed in 2 mL
SF solution to generate CMs containing 1%, 2%, and 3%
DMOG–HMSNs, respectively. The cumulative release behavior
of DMOG from these CMs, and 20 mg DMOG–HMSNs as con
trol, were recorded (Figure 3d). The DMOG–HMSNs released
≈70% of loaded DMOG in 3 days with an initial burst release
of about 40% in the first 8 h. However, CMs all exhibited a rela
tively sustainable and prolonged release pattern (over 30 days)
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with no initial burst release. For example, the CMs with 1%
DMOG–HMSNs exhibited an initial release of about 25% in
3 days, then the rate slowed and 45% DMOG was released in
about 10 days. The release rate was further reduced and sus
tained for more than 30 days. The similar release kinetics was
also reported by Zhao et al., who electrosprayed microspheres
composed of poly(l-lactide) and MSNs, about 30% at first ini
tial release stage for 5 days, 80% at second linear release stage
for 50 days, 100% at third reduced release stage for 70 days.[46]
As the concentration of DMOG–HMSNs in CMs increased,
the drug delivery from microparticles accelerated accordingly,
which indicated that the release rates could be controlled via
varying DMOG–HMSN concentration. As more HMSNs were
distributed in the SF-capped microparticles, more DMOG
would be close to the surface of the SF shell, leading to faster
drug release and vice versa.
In traditional methods, large shear and strong oscillation
are the main drawbacks preventing effective and homogeneous
encapsulation of drug-loaded HMSNs into microparticles, thus
affecting the performance of these microparticles in drugloading and controlled release. However, such problems could
be avoided with microfluidics because of the mild emulsification
process.[38–40] To demonstrate this advantage, a model drug with
red fluorescence was immersed in HMSNs and encapsulated
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into the SF particles by microfluidics. Layer-by-layer fluorescent
images of the CMs were obtained using a confocal laser scan
ning microscope (CLSM, Figure 3e). It was found that the drug
was uniformly distributed in the microparticles. To summarize,
by using microfluidic methods, effective and homogeneous
encapsulation of HMSNs could be achieved, and the generated
CMs were excellent candidates for controlling drug release with
a reduced initial burst-release effect.
In general, the early stage of tissue repair is established by
a sequential series of coordinated molecular and cellular pro
cesses, including cell migration, cell proliferation, and the
deposition of a provisional extracellular matrix.[51,52] Fibroblasts,
the most important cellular components during the repair pro
cess, synthesize the extracellular matrix, signal angiogenesis,
and promote tissue remodeling.[53] Therefore, we seeded 3T3
cells on three wells: a blank well, one containing unloaded CMs
and one containing DMOG-loaded CMs (DMOG–CMs), and
the cellular toxicity was evaluated using the cell-counting kit-8
(CCK-8) assay. A negligible cytotoxicity of CMs and DMOG on
3T3 cells was detected for 7 days (Figure 4g). The cells in each
culture condition were stained by Calcein-AM, and their morphology was investigated with CLSM (Figure 4a–f). Cells from all
three groups were found to be distributed on the surface of the
wells at a relatively high confluency and mainly formed fusi
form-like morphologies, further indicating the low cytotoxicity

of the CMs and DMOG. Previous studies have demonstrated
the excellent cytocompatibility of SF particles, HMSNs, and
DMOG, respectively, in vitro.[25–27,54] However, our study was
the first to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the composites, and the
results indicated that the DMOG–CMs could be further evalu
ated for toxicity using in vivo experiments.
To verify the ability of the DMOG released from DMOG–CMs
for angiogenesis enhancement, the normal culture medium
(control group), the culture medium containing release medium
from unloaded CMs (experimental group I) and the culture
medium containing DMOG released from the DMOG–CMs
for 6 h (experimental group II) were used to stimulate the
tube formation of the human umbilical vascular endothelial
cells (HUVECs). After culturing for 12 h, it was found that
compared with the other two groups, HUVECs grown in the
experimental group II displayed an enhanced tubule network
formation (Figure 4h–k). In addition, there was no statistical
difference between the control group and experimental group
I. This result was comparable to the studies using free-form
DMOG or vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to induce
the tube formation of the HUVECs,[55,56] which indicated that
the proangiogenic effect of DMOG on HUVECs can be well
preserved in vitro after loading into CMs.
As far as current conditions, PADM has been used clini
cally for the treatment of AWDs. However, previous studies

Figure 4. a–c) Optical images of 3T3 cells cultured in a blank well (control group), a well with unloaded CMs (experimental group I), and a well with
DMOG–CMs (experimental group II) after 3 days. d–f) Fluorescent images of 3T3 cells in the control group, experimental group I, and experimental
group II after 3 days using CLSM. g) The results of the CCK-8 assay of 3T3 cells in each group (n = 5). h–j) Representative images of capillary-like
structures after HUVECs incubation for 12 h in control medium (control group), medium containing release medium from unloaded CMs (experimental group I), and medium containing release medium from DMOG-loaded CMs (experimental group II). k) Statistical data of tube length in each
group (n = 5). Error bars represented standard deviations. ***p < 0.001, NS not significant. The scale bars were 200 µm in (a–f) and 50 µm in (h–j).
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evidence that the addition of DMOG–CMs
did not aggravate foreign body reactions or
cause obvious abnormalities after implanta
tion in rats.
Proper vascularization within the newly
formed tissue is essential, especially for
chronic wounds. Blood vessels not only pro
vide nutrients and oxygen to cells and remove
waste products but also supply soluble
factors and circulating stem/progenitor cells
critical to tissue regeneration.[5–9] Therefore,
rapid angiogenesis is crucial for successful
abdominal wall reconstruction. DMOG
Figure 5. a) Photograph of PADM. b) Optical image of PADM. c) Optical image of PADM can effectively induce neovascularization
coated with CMs. d,e) Bilateral ventrolateral partial thickness AWDs were created. The muscuthrough changing the intracellular condition
loskeletal defect was created by excising the external and internal oblique layers of the abdomto hypoxia, and has played an important role
inal wall, leaving the transversalis fascia intact. f) Different scaffolds were implanted into the in tissue regeneration. However, DMOG is
defect site and secured with Prolene sutures at each of the four corners. The scale bars were
a water-soluble, low-molecular-weight drug
1 cm in (a), (d), (e), and (f), 500 µm in (b) and (c).
and the duration of action is very short.[57,58]
Therefore, we generated a controllable drug
delivery system based on CMs for local DMOG release to make
have shown that biological signals, potentially contributing to
the most of drug efficacy. To demonstrate the advantage of
neovascularization, would weaken as a result of the crosslinking
DMOG–CMs–PADM in stimulating vascularization in vivo,
of the PADM’s native matrix components, which limit the
the histological analysis of capillary ingrowth was quantified
capacity of PADM to integrate with the host tissues.[3,4] To over
based on α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) immunostaining in
come this deficiency, we sprayed DMOG–CMs on the surface
of PADM and constructed a new composite scaffold (DMOG–
microscopy images (Figure 7). A similar density of blood ves
CMs–PADM) (Figure 5a–c). Because of the ability of controlled
sels was observed inside the PADM and CMs–PADM, with no
DMOG delivery at the defected site during regeneration, the
statistical difference between the two groups at six weeks after
composite scaffold was deemed to promote new blood vessel
implantation (p > 0.05). However, the DMOG–CMs–PADM
ingrowth and accelerate tissue healing. The repairing properties
exhibited noticeably more intense immunostaining than the
of the DMOG–CMs–PADM were evaluated on partial AWDs
other two scaffolds, and the percentage of vascularized area
created in rats (Figure 5d–f), and were compared with the con
was almost double that of the control groups (p < 0.05). The
trol scaffold (PADM), and the scaffold containing unloaded
deposition of collagen into the repaired site was also examined
CMs (CMs–PADM). All rats recovered normally after surgery
by Masson’s staining (Figure 6h–n). The results showed that all
and survived until their predetermined time of sacrifice. At six
three groups exhibited light blue fiber deposition, but the sta
weeks after implantation, none of the rats showed any evidence
tistical analysis did not demonstrate any significant difference
of hematoma, infection, or herniation at the implantation site.
between the pairs (p > 0.05). The controlled delivery of DMOG
In defects that received CMs–PADM and DMOG–CMs–PADM
in composite scaffold stimulating enhanced neovascularization
implants, two cases of seroma were observed, respectively,
did not encourage more collagen production, which could be
as compared with one case in a defect that received a PADM
ascribed to the short implantation time in our study. Above all,
implant.
the results of animal experiment indicated that the DMOG–
The ultimate goal of a bioimplant is to achieve good host
CMs were able to retain their mode of release and promote
tissue ingrowth while minimizing the tissue reaction. Thus,
vessel formation in vivo, without aggravating the inflammatory
tissue sections of every repaired sample were stained with
response.
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) to compare the inflammatory
response between each pair (based on the presence of foreign
body giant cells, polymorphonuclear cells and mononuclear
3. Conclusion
cells). From the representative picture in Figure 6a–f and statis
tical analysis (Figure 6g), all three groups exhibited mild infil
In summary, we combined microfluidic techniques, SF and
tration of the inflammatory cells at the repaired sites, and the
HMSNs, to generate CMs with a distinctive micro-nanostruc
inflammation scores between each pair had no statistical signif
ture. The microfluidic SF microparticles could ensure excel
icance (p > 0.05). Due to the excellent biocompatibility with low
lent monodispersity and biocompatibility of the drug carriers.
immunogenicity and the ability to be remodeled and replaced
The encapsulated HMSNs increased drug-loading capacity,
by native tissue, SF has long been used in its native fiber form
and also controlled the release rate by changing their concen
as a suture material, and more recently is gaining popularity
tration in the SF microparticles. The in vitro study demon
for use in numerous additional applications from tissue engi
strated that the DMOG–CMs could induce tube formation of
neering to drug delivery to implanted devices.[25–27] Our results
HUVECs while maintaining the viability and proliferation of
3T3 cells. The in vivo study further confirmed the biological
further demonstrated the favorable bioresponses of SF in
effect of the DMOG–CMs in promoting neovascularization
vivo, the macroscopic and microscopic observations showed
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Figure 6. H&E staining of a,b) PADM-, c,d) CMs–PADM-, and e,f) DMOG–CMs–PADM-repaired samples after implantation for six weeks, (a, c, e)
were at magnification 20× with scale bar indicating 250 µm, (b, d, f) were at magnification 200× with scale bar indicating 25 µm. g) Statistical analysis
of the inflammation scores, n = 12 for each group. Masson staining of h,i) PADM-, j,k) CMs–PADM-, and l,m) DMOG–CMs–PADM-repaired samples
after implantation for six weeks, (h, j, l) were at magnification 20× with scale bar indicating 250 µm, (i, k, m) were at magnification 200× with scale bar
indicating 25 µm. n) Statistical analysis of the collagen deposition, n = 12 for each group (n). Yellow dashed lines indicated the interfaces between the
scaffold repaired tissue and normal tissue. Error bars represented standard deviations. NS not significant.

Figure 7. Immunostaining for α-SMA of a,b) PADM-, c,d) CMs–PADM-, and e,f) DMOG–CMs–PADM-repaired samples after implantation for six
weeks, (a, c, e) were at magnification 20× with scale bar indicating 250 µm, (b, d, f) were at magnification 200× with scale bar indicating 25 µm.
g) Statistical analysis of the vessel density, n = 12 for each group. Yellow dashed lines indicated the interfaces between the scaffold repaired tissue and normal
tissue. Blood vessels in the samples were indicated with red arrowheads. Error bars represented standard deviations. ***p < 0.001, NS not significant.
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and repairing AWD. However, the current work adopted single
channel as the production unit, and the yield of microfluidic
CMs is low compared to conventional batch mode. Fortunately,
there was already some research on the scale-up of microfluidic
platforms, based on coaxial annular interfaces, stacking mul
tiple generator layers and parallel multiple modular reactors,
respectively. Thus, the microfluidic CMs show their potential
clinical application value in controlled drug release and tissue
healing.

4. Experimental Section
Microfluidic Fabrication of CMs: The microfluidic device consisted of
two (one inner and one outer) round and one square glass capillary,
which were coaxially assembled on a glass slide. The inner and outer
capillaries were identical, and their inner and outer diameters were
580 µm and 1 mm, respectively (World Precision Instrument, Inc.,
Shanghai, China). The inner capillary was tapered by a micropipette
puller (Sutter Instrument Co., Novato) and sanded it to reach an orifice
diameter of about 200 µm. The outer capillary was treated with the
hydrophobic reagent OTS (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) for 15 min. These round
capillaries, which were intended for the inner phase and for collecting
the final emulsions, were then coaxially assembled in a square capillary
with an inner diameter of 1.05 mm (AIT Glass, Rockaway, NJ, USA). All
the junctions of the devices were sealed with dispensing needles and
epoxy resin (Devcon 5 Minute Epoxy).
The inner phase was 10% w/v SF (Simatech Inc., China) aqueous
solution, in which 10 mg mL−1 HMSNs (Nanjing Nanorainbow
Biotechnology Co., China) were dispersed. The outer phase was
soybean oil. Each fluid was injected to the microfluidic device by a glass
syringe (SGE Analytical Science) through a polyethylene tube (Scientific
Commodities Inc.) and pumped by a syringe pump (Harvard PHD 2000
Series). The inner phase was cut into droplets by the outer phase in the
microfluidic channel, and the single emulsion templates with different
sizes could be generated through different flow rates of inner and outer
phases. The droplets were collected in a Teflon-treated metal container
filled with soybean oil, and the container was put into the vacuum
oven overnight at the temperature of 40 °C to dry the emulsions. After
solidification, the CMs were washed three times using excess ethanol.
The real-time image of the fabrication process of the emulsions was
observed under an inverted microscope (AE2000, Motic) and was
captured by a charged coupled device (CCD, S-PRI F1, AOS Technologies
AG). The optical images of the emulsions and microparticles were
obtained by a stereomicroscope (NOVEL NTB-3A, Ningbo Yongxin
Optics Co., Ltd.) and were recorded by a CCD (Media Cybernetics
Evolution MP 5.0 RTV). The diameter of the CMs was measured by
software AOS Imaging Studio V3.4.2. The surface and internal structures
of the CMs were also characterized by using SEM (Hitachi S3000 N).
Drug Loading and Release Study: The morphology, size, and structure
of HMSNs were examined by SEM and TEM (JEOL, JEM-2100). To
examine the drug-loading ability of HMSNs, 20 mg of HMSNs was
soaked in 2 mL of deionized water containing 200/400/600/800/1000 µg
of DMOG (Sigma-Aldrich Co., USA). After 24 h, the mixture was
centrifuged and the amount of DMOG in the supernatant was examined
using UV–vis spectroscopy at absorbance of 230 nm, according to the
calibration curve. The loading amount of DMOG in the HMSNs was
then converted as the ratio of loaded DMOG (mg) to the total amount
of HMSNs used (g).
To fabricate DMOG–HMSNs, a certain amount of HMSNs was
soaked into deionized water dissolving excess DMOG. After 24 h,
the mixture was centrifuged, the supernatant was removed, and the
products were then left to dry for 24 h at 40 °C. To investigate how
alterations of DMOG–HMSN concentration in the CMs influence the
release kinetics of DMOG, 200 mg CMs containing 1%, 2%, and 3%
DMOG–HMSNs were immersed in a centrifuge tube containing 10 mL
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phosphate buffered saline (PBS), respectively. To evaluate the effect of
SF encapsulation on DMOG release from the HMSNs, 20 mg DMOG–
HMSNs (with equal amount to the CMs containing 1% DMOG–
HMSNs) was used as control. At defined time intervals, 1 mL PBS was
collected and refreshed with 1 mL PBS. The released DMOG from all
groups were monitored by UV–vis analysis at 230 nm, according to
the calibration curve. Experiments were performed in triplicate per
group. To observe the drug distribution in CMs, a model drug with red
fluorescence was immersed into the HMSNs and encapsulated into the
SF microparticles using the above microfluidic methods. Fluorescent
cross-sectional images were obtained using CLSM (FV10i, OLYMPUS,
Japan), taken in the z-direction from the top of the microparticles to the
bottom.
In Vitro Biocompatibility Study: Biocompatibility of the DMOG–CMs
was determined by the fibroblasts’ proliferation test. The 3T3 cells
(obtained from the Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Shanghai, China) were incubated with sufficient culture medium in
the incubator (HERA cell 150, Thermo, USA) with 5% CO2 at 37 °C.
The culture medium was a Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM,
high l-Glucose, Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Gibco, US) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco, US). When
grown to 80% confluence, 5 × 104 3T3 cells were then transferred to the
24-well plate (Thermo, USA) containing 1 mL medium in each well, and
divided into three groups: the control group, the experimental group I,
and the experimental group II. Medium was changed every day. In the
experimental group I and experimental group II, 5 mg unloaded CMs
and DMOG–CMs were added into the wells, respectively. After 3 days
of incubation, the samples were stained by Calcein-AM (Molecular
Probes Co.), and CLSM was used to detect the morphology of cells. The
metabolic activity of cells was determined using the CCK-8 assays for
7 days. At determined time points, the cells were washed three times
with PBS and replaced with fresh culture medium. 10% v/v CCK-8 kit
(Keygen Biotech Co., China) was then added into each well. After 4 h
of incubation, the absorbance of the product was measured at 450 nm
using a microplate reader (SYNERGY|HTX). The experiment was
performed in quintet.
In Vitro Tube Formation Study: To determine the bioactivity of
DMOG–CMs, measurements of capillary-like tube formation by
HUVECs (obtained from the Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shanghai, China) were performed. Growth factor–reduced
Matrigel (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA, USA) was plated onto 24-well
plate (100 µL per well) and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h to induce tube
formation. M199 (Gibco, US) with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin was used as culture medium. 6 × 104 HUVECs
were seeded in each well and divided into three groups: the control
group, the experimental group I, and the experimental group II. In the
control group, 1 mL culture medium were added in each well; in the
experimental group I and experimental group II, 1 mL culture medium
containing release medium from 5 mg unloaded CMs and DMOG–
CMs (released for 6 h) were added, respectively. Optical images of the
cells were captured at 12 h postseeding. ImageJ software was used
to determine the average of the total length of complete tubes in five
random fields (at 10× magnification). The experiment was performed in
quintet.
In Vivo Repairing Study: The PADM was purchased from Jiangsu
Unitrump Biomedical Technology Co. (China), and the morphology
was examined using digital camera and optical microscopy. Afterward,
1 mL PBS containing 50 mg DMOG–CM was filled into an airbrush,
and sprayed onto the PADM of 1.5 × 1.5 cm. The fabricated
composite scaffold (DMOG–CMs–PADM) was observed using optical
microscopy, and its repairing ability was compared with PADM and
CMs–PADM (referred to as composite scaffold without loading
DMOG).
The in vivo study was conducted on 18 adult Sprague-Dawley
rats (male, aged eight weeks, about 250 g), obtained from the Model
Animals Research Center of Nanjing University. Animal experiments
were performed in accordance with the Guideline for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals from the National Institutes of Health, USA. The
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protocol was approved by the Animal Investigation Ethics Committee of
Jinling Hospital, and the animal ethics number was 2017DWLS-09-0021.
The rats were randomly divided into three equal groups having six rats
in each group. A bilateral 1.5 × 1.5 cm partial thickness defect in the
ventrolateral abdominal wall of rat was created as previously reported
(36 defects).[3,4] Surgical creation of abdominal wall defect comprised
the excision of the external and internal oblique muscles while leaving
the transversalis muscle and peritoneum intact. These defects were
repaired pairwise, in Group A, the defects were repaired with PADM
versus CMs–PADM; in Group B, the defects were repaired with PADM
versus DMOG–CMs–PADM; in Group C, the defects were repaired with
CMs–PADM versus DMOG–CMs–PADM. The scaffold was implanted in
an inlay fashion and fixed with 3-0 Prolene sutures at each of the four
corners. The skin was then closed using 2-0 vicryl interrupted sutures.
Following recovery, each rat was returned to its cage with fixed paper
collar to avoid chewing at the incision and sutures. All animals were
sacrificed at six weeks after implantation. Any evidence of seroma,
hematoma, infection, or herniation at the implantation site was noted
upon gross examination before sampling. The entire repaired abdominal
wall and adjacent connective tissue were then harvested for histological
evaluation.
After fixing the samples in 10% formaldehyde solution, it was
processed for paraffin embedding technique to get 5 µm thick sections.
H&E staining was performed to determine the inflammatory responses,
which was scored on 0–4 scale as: 0, absent; 1, minimal; 2, mild; 3,
moderate; and 4, severe. Masson’s staining was performed to determine
the collagen deposition, which was scored on 0–3 scale as: 0, none; 1,
mild; 2, moderate; 3, abundant. For immunohistochemical assessment,
samples were incubated with the primary antibodies for α-SMA (1: 200,
Abcam, Cambridge, USA). The blood vessel density was calculated using
Image-Pro Plus software, according to the following equation: blood
vessel density (%) = blood vessel area/total tissue area. Five fields per
section were counted by the same pathologist at a magnification of
200× in a blinded fashion.
Statistical Analysis: Statistical evaluation of the data was performed
with the software GraphPad Prism, using Student’s t-test for three
groups. All results were expressed as the mean ± standard error of
mean (SEM). Differences were considered to be statistically significant
at *p < 0.05.
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